Abstract in Characteristic Two
Introduction
Let Dist(f, g) = Pr, [ f(u)#g(u)] denote the relative distance between functions f, g mapping from a group G to a group H, and let Dist(f) denote the minimum, over all linear functions (homomorphisms) g, of Dist(f, 9). Given a function f: G + H we let Err(f) = Pru,,, [f(u)+f(w)#f(u+v)] denote the rejection probability of the BLR (Blum-LubyRubinfeld) linearity test. Linearity testing is the study of the relationship between Err(f) and Dist(f), and in particular the study of lower bounds on Err(f) in terms of Dist(f).
The case we are interested in is when the underlying groups are G=GF(2)n andH=GF (2) . The correspondingtest isused in the construction of efficient PCPs and thence in the derivation of hardness of approximation results, and, in this context, improved analyses translate into better non-approximability results. However, while several analyses ofthe relation of Err(f) to Dist(f) are known, none is tight.
We present a description of the relationship between Err(f) and Dist(f) which is nearly complete in all its aspects, and entirely complete (i.e. tight) in some. In particular we present functions L , U : [0, 11 -+ [0, 11 such that for all 2 E [0,1] we have L ( z ) 5 Err(f) 5 U ( z ) whenever Dist(f)=z, with the upper bound being tight on the whole range, and the lower bound tight on a large part of the range and close on the rest.
Part of our strengthening is obtained by showing a new connection between the linearity testing problem and Fourier analysis, a connection which may be of independent interest. Our results are used by Bellare, Goldreich and Sudan to present the best known hardness results for Max3SAT and other MaxSNP problems [7] .
Linearity testing (and its extension to low degree testing) has come to the fore in the last few years principally due to its crucial role in the construction of efficient PCPs, and thence in the obtaining of (strong) non-approximability results for NPoptimization problems. Yet the problem itself is older, with the basic formulation as we now know it first made in the context of program checking [9]. It also has wider applicability, for example in the testing of linear error-correcting codes.
It is a feature of the area that while tests are easy to specify, they are notoriously hard to analyze, especially to analyze well. Yet, good analyses are, for several reasons, worth striving for. There is, first, the inherent mathematical interest of getting the best possible analysis and understanding of a well-defined combinatorial problem. But, there is a more pragmatic reason: better analyses typically translate into improved (increased) factors shown non-approximable in hardness of approximation results.
The particular problem in linearity testing that we address is a case in point. The BLR (Blum-Luby-Rubinfeld) test is the first ever proposed, and addresses the most basic question, namely testing linearity (as opposed, say, to low-degree). Our focus is the case of most importance in applications, when the underlying function maps between groups of characteristic two. Several analyses have appeared, yet none is tight. With each analysis comes an improved Max3SAT non-approximability factor, but the extent to which the factor can grow remains open. It is a goal of this paper to provide some answers to this question.
We will do this; but in fact do more. Let us begin by describing the problem and past work more precisely. 
The graph of REJ G , H -namely REJ G,H(Z) plotted as afunction of 2 -is called the linearity testing curve. This curve depends only on the groups G, H.
Thus the most general problem in linearity testing is to determine the function REJ G , H ( . ) for given G, H. Much of the work that has been done provides information about various aspects of this function. THE KNEE OF THE CURVE. In particular, one parameter has emerged as an important one in connection with MaxSNP hardness results. This parameter, identified in [2, 6, 7, 8] , is a single number, which we call here the knee of the curve. It is defined as the minimum rejection probability when the distance (of the function being tested from the space of linear functions) is at least 1/4:
Improvements (increases) in the lower bound that can be shown on KNEE G , H translate directly into improved (increased) nonapproximability factors for MaxSNP problems via [6, 7, 81. (Exactly how or why this is the case is outside the scope of this paper, and we refer the reader to the works in question.)
Previous work
The first investigation of the shape of the linearity testing curve, by Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld [9] 
As indicated above, an improved lower bound for the knee would lead to better non-approximability results. But in this general setting, we can do no better: an example of Coppersmith shows that the above value is in fact tight in the case of general groups. (For completeness this example is provided in Appendix A.) This leads into our research. We note that the problem to which linearity testing is applied in the proof system constructions of [2, 6, 7, 8] is that oftesting Hadamard codes (in the first three works) and the long code (in the last work). But this corresponds to the above problem in the special case where G = GF(2)n and H = GF(2). For this case, the example of Coppersmith does not apply, and we can hope for better results.
New results and techniques
We look at the performance ofthe BLR test when the underlying groupsareG = GF(2)" a n d H = GF(2) forsomen 2 1. (G is regarded as an additive group in the obvious way. Namely, the elements are viewed as n-bit strings or vectors over GF (2) , and operations are component-wise over GF ( 2) .) For notational simplicity we now drop the groups GI H from the subscripts, writing REJ(Z) and KNEE-it is to be understood that we mean G = GF(2)" and H = GF(2). We provide two new analyses of R E J (~) .
FOURIER ANALYSIS. We establish a new connection between linearity testing and Fourier analysis. We provide an interpretation of Dist(f) and Err(f) in terms of the Fourier coefficients of an appropriate transformation o f f . We use this to cast the linearity testing problem in the language of Fourier series. This enables us to use Fourier analysis to study the BLR test. The outcome is the following:
Apart from lending a new perspective to the linearity testing problem, the result exhibits a feature which distinguishes it from all previous results. Namely, it shows that REJ(Z) increases with x and in fact is 1/2 at x = 1/2.l (According to the previous analysis, namely Theorem 1. I, R E J (~) may have been bounded above by 2/9 for all x 2 a , where cy is the larger root ofthe equation 32-62' = 2/9.) Furthermore wecan showthat the analysis is tight (to within o( 1) factors) at 2 = 1/2 -o( 1).
This result can also be combined with Part (1) ofTheorem 1.1 to show that KNEE 2 1/3. However this is not tight. So we focus next on finding the right value of the knee.
COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS. The analysis to find the knee is based on combinatorial techniques. It leads us to an isoperimetric problem about a 3-regular hypergraph on the vertices of the n-dimensional hypercube. We state and prove a Summation lemma which provides a tight isopenmetric inequality for this problem. We then use it to provide the following tight bound on the knee of REJ(x). Also, while the main focus of this paper has been the BLR test, we also present in Appendix B a more general result about testing for total degree one in characteristic two. The purpose is to further illustrate the strength and elegance of the Fourier analysis technique, as well as its more general applicability to the problem of analyzing program testers. lower bound may be improved, but not by much.' Of course, the knee value is tight. Furthermore the upper bound is tight.
The second graph indicates lower bounds on REJ(x). The parabola is the curve 32 -6z2 representing the result of [6] , and the line 2z/9 represents the result of [9] . The earlier value ofthe knee appears as the horizontal line at 2/9. Our additions are the 45 degree line of z and the horizontal line at 45/128 for the new knee value.
Application to MaxSNP hardness
Usage of the linearity test in the construction of efficient PCPs, and thence in the derivation of hardness of approximability results for Max-SNP problems, begins in [2] and continues in [6, 7, 8] . In the first three cases, it is used to test the Hadamard code; in the last case, to test the long code. In all cases the underlying problem is the one we have considered above, namely linearity testing with G = GF(2)n and H = GF(2).
The Max-SNP hardness result of [6] used only two things:
The lower bound REJ(X) 2 32 -6x' of Theorem 1.1, and the best available lower bound IC on the knee. They were able to express the non-approximability factor for Max-3SAT as an increasing function gl(k) depending solely on k. Since the only available lower bound on the knee at that time was the KNEE 2 2/9 of Theorem 1.1, this was the value they used.
Their final result was that approximating Max-3SAT within 113/112 M 1.009 is NP-hard.
Improved proof systems were built by [8]. Again, their nonapproximability factor had the form g2(k) for some function g2 depending only on the best available lower bound k on the knee. They also used KNEE 2 2/9 to show that approximating Max-3SAT within 74/73 NN 1.014 is NP-hard. Theorem 1.3 would yield direct improvements to the results of [6, 81 with no change in the underlying proof systems or construction. However, better proof systems are now known, namely the ones of [7] . Again, the analysis depends on the best available lower bound on the knee, so that usage of Theorem 1.3 yields a better result than would have been obtained using only Theorem 1.1, and this aspect is now tight. But, interestingly, [7] was also able to exploit Theorem 
Relationship to other work
There are a variety of problems which are studied under the label of (low-degree) testing. Furthermore, low-degree tests are used in a variety of ways in proof systems. We briefly explain, first, what are the other problems and results in low degree ' More precisely, we have a randomized procedure that with high probability can construct, for each plottedpoint, a function f such that (Dist(f), Err(f)) is arbitrarily close to the point in question. testing and why they differ from ours; second how the usage of these in proof systems is different from the usage of linearity tests.
Low DEGREE TESTING. We are given an oracle for a function f : F" -+ F, where F is a field, and we are given a positive integer d. In the low individual degree testing problem we are asked to determine whether f is close to some polynomial p of degree d in each of its n variables. When specialized to the case of d = 1, this task is referred to as multi-linearity testing. In the low total degree testing problem we are asked to determine whether f is close to some polynomial p of total degree d in its n variables. Multi-linearity tests were studied by [4, 1 I]. Low individual degree tests were studied by [3, 5, 12, 161. Total degree tests were studied by [2, 13, 14, 171. What we are looking at, namely linearity testing over GF (2) , is a variant of the total degree testing problem in which the degree is d = 1, F is set to GF(2), and the constant term of the polynomial p is forced to 0.3 Even though a significant amount of work has been put into the analysis of the low degree tests by the above mentioned works, the analysis does not appear to be tight for any case. In particular one cannot use those results to derive the results we obtain here. In fact the tightness of the result obtained here raises the issue as to whether similar techniques can be used to improve the analysis in the above testers.
THE ROLE OF TESTING IN PROOF SYSTEMS. To explain this, first
To illustrate the difference between individual and total degree, note that f(q, . . . , zn) = 11 zz is multi-linear but not linear.
recall that proof systems are built by recursion [3] . Each level of recursion will typically use some form of low-degree testing, the kind differing from level to level. The use of multi-linearity testing was initiated by Babai, Fortnow and Lund [4] . For efficiency reasons, researchers beginning with Babai, Fortnow, Levin and Szegedy [5] then tumed to low individual degree testing. This testing is used in the "higher" levels of the recursion. Linearity testing showed up for the first time in the lowest level of the recursion, in the checking of the Hadamard code in [2] . The proof systems we discuss use all these different testers, but, as we explained, the final non-approximability factors obtained can be expressed only in terms of the knee of the linearity testing curve.
Discussion
The main argument behind the analysis of the BLR test given in [SI is the following: given f taking values from one finite group into another finite group, start by defining a function g whose value at U is MAJORITY,
show that if Err(!) is sufficiently small, three things happen.
First, an overwhelming majority of the values { f (U + w) -f(v)}, agree with g(u), second, g is linear, and last, g is close to f . This argument is constructive, since it explicitly builds a function to which f is shown to be close.
The arguments used in all previous works on low-degree testing have been constructive. So far, constructive proof arguments have been unable to show a non-trivial relation between the probability that a given function f fails a test, and the distance from f to any family of low-degree polynomials, when the probability that the test fails is high (i.e. larger than 1/2). Our discrete Fourier analysis approach does not exhibit the constructive properties discussed above, and may be one of the reasons for its success. Further exploration of non-constructive techniques seems to be worth undertaking.
Fourier Analysis of the Linearity Test
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 and discuss how tight it is.
The main result of this section is based on the following observation: If we view f as a real valued function, and let h be the hnction that at U takes the value (-l)f(,), then, if the distance from f to the nearest linear function is large, the Fourier coefficients of h cannot be very large. Furthermore, the smaller the Fourier coefficients of h are, the higher the probability that f will fail the linearity test.
In the rest of this section, we first review the basic tools of discrete Fourier analysis that we use, and then give a precise formulation of the argument discussed above. Furthermore, whenever we write LIN it is to be understood that we are referring to L I N ( F~, F ) . Proof: Let !,(U) = c,"=, Q~u~. Clearly, 1, E LIN. Moreover, viewing f and l, as real valued functions, we have that
DISCRETE FOURIER
We will now establish Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2: Let f :
and 0 otherwise. This leads to the following key observation:
Thus, from the definition of Fourier coefficients and the convolution identity, it follows that: , (;,)3) . 
The Summation Lemma
This section is devoted to proving a combinatorial result of independent interest, but necessary in the tighter analysis of the linearity test that we give in Section 4. We also apply this result to obtain a tight upper bound on t h e probability that the BLR test fails.
Loosely stated, we show that given three subsets A , B , C 
Also, for S E F n we let s* denote the smallest, in lexicographic order, I S 1 elements of Fn. By definition, a subspace V of F n is such that for every U and w in V , U+V is also in V. This motivates using &lW, s, S>l > as a measure of how close the set S F n is to being a subspace. The larger this quantity is, the closer the set S is off being a subspace. From this point of view, the Summation Lemma implies that the collection of the lexicographic smallest m elements of F" is the subset of F" (of cardinality m) that more closely resembles a subspace.
Observing that the slack between f and I is proportional to how close the set { u : f ( u ) # I ( u ) } is to being a subspace, we obtain the following:
Lemma3.2 Suppose f : F" * F . Let x = Dist(f). Let k be the unique integer such that 2-k < x < 2-k+1, and let
Proof: Let 1 be the closest linear function to f, and let S = { U :
Then where the inequality follows from the Summation Lemma. Now, let V be the smallest, in lexicographic order, S IF!" elements of F". In particular, V is a subspace. Moreover, 
Combinatorial analysis of the linearity test
We now prove Theorem 1.3. The tightness discussion of Section 2 already implies that KNEE < 45/128. The main argument used to show that KNEE 2 45/128 is the following:
Then if Err(f) is sufficiently small three things occur: (i) An overwhelming majority ofthe values { f( u + v) -f( v)},, agree with g j ( U ) , (ii) gf is linear, (iii) g j is close to f . This argument was first used in [9] while studying linearity testing over finite groups. We will show how this argument can be tightened in the case of linearity testing over fields of characteristic two.
More precisely, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of the following three lemmas: Proof of Lemma 4.1: Let g = g j . Simple conditioning says
But by (1) we know this is at least Dist(f, g)/2. I Proof of Lemma 4.2: Let g = g j and assume it is linear. As observed in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have that
In this last expression, the first term can be lower bounded, as in the proof ofLemma 4.1, by 3 Dist(f, g)/2. The second term is equal to 2 sl(f, 9). Thus, we have Err(f) 2 3 Dist(f, g)/2 -2 sl(f, g). Finally, applying Lemma 2.2, we get that Err(f) 2 3 Dist(f, g) -3 Dist(f, g)2 -Err(f)/2. The lemma follows.
Proof of Lemma4.3:
By contradiction. Assume g j is not linear. Then, there are x and y distinct, such that To lower bound pJ,t, the following partition of the elements s E F", according to the trace off at s, plays a crucial role: We also partition Fn x F" into six sets as follows: and
Adding -1/8 of (4) and 1/8 of (5) to (3), gives
We now proceed to upper bound p(F 
It follows that hz+y _< 1/2. 
The analysis of this case concludes by observing that where the first inequality is by case assumption, and the latter one follows from (7 
A Tightness of the analysis for the case of general groups
Here is Coppersmith's example. Let m be divisible by 3. Let f be a function from 2; to 2, such that f(u) = 3k, if u1 E {31c -1,3k, 3k -+ 1). Then, Dist(f) = 2/3. Furthermore, f(u) + f(v)#f(u + w) only if u1 = W I = 1 (mod 3), or u1 = 01 = -1 (mod 3), i.e. Err(f) = 2/9.
B Total degree 1 testing in characteristic two.
Although the main purpose of our work is to give a near optimal analysis of the BLR linearity test, we now describe and analyze a way of testing for total degree 1 in characteristic two.
Our purpose is to further illustrate the strength and elegance of the Fourier analysis technique, as well as its more general applicability to the problem of analyzing program testers.
As usual, let F = GF(2 The crucial observation is now the following:
Err(f) = (1 -( h * h * h * h)(O)) .
Our previous claim and an argument similar to the one sketched in the proof of Theorem 1.2 yield
= 2 4 1 -z ) .
Finally, note that f(u) + f(w) + f(w) and f(u + w + w)
are distinct if and only if f differs from every p E DEGI in exactly one of the points { U , W , w, utwtw}, or in exactly three of the points {U, w, w, utwtw}. This observation leads to a generalization of Lemma 2.2 that allows to show that Errl(f) 2 82(1 -2)(1/2 -2). This, coupled with our previous derivations yields:
Lemma B.l REJ 1 (x) is lower bounded by max{ 8x(1-2)(1/2 -x) , 2 4 1 -2) } .
